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VentureBeat - Waiting for the metaverse? 
The revolution is already here 

Meanwhile, tools are allowing regular users to create and explore 
3D content, with the secret weapon being the modern 
smartphone, which is now a gateway for 3D content creation — 
the building block of any metaverse.  

Network World - Edge computing moves 
toward full autonomy 

"Self-organizing and self-healing wireless mesh communications 
protocols, such as Zigbee, Z-Wave, ISA100.11a, or WirelessHART 
can create networks where devices can be deployed ad hoc and 
self-configure." 

SiliconANGLE - 3 insights you might have 
missed from the ‘Cisco: Simplifying Hybrid 
Cloud’ event  

Full-stack observability has become more of a priority for business 
as organizations build on app monitoring tools, from customer-
facing software to operational solutions on the back end.  

AiThority - New Research Finds Data Auto-
mation Adoption to Climb From 3.5% to 
88.5% Over the Next 12 Months 

Nearly all data teams (93%) anticipate the number of data pipe-
lines in their organization to increase between now and the end of 
the year—with 57% projecting an increase of 50% or greater. Amid 
the rising number of data pipelines across their organization, near-
ly three in four respondents (72%) indicated that the need for data 
products is growing faster than their team size. 

VentureBeat - StormForge seeks to simpli-
fy Kubernetes automation 

68% of respondents to a recent survey conducted by the Cloud Na-
tive Computing Foundation (CNCF) said that their cloud and Kuber-
netes-related bills have increased. Of those, half saw costs jump 
more than 20% over the past year. 

Cyber Defense Magazine - The Risks and 
Costs of The Public Sector’s Device Saniti-
zation and Destruction Practices 

In some instances, government agencies mandate physical de-
struction of devices — for example, if equipment is used to store 
classified or secret data. However, for unclassified data-bearing 
assets, physical destruction is unnecessary. This missed opportuni-
ty to give old technology a new life increases IT operations and ma-
terials costs for already fiscally-constrained public sector organiza-
tions. 

Catalyst Blockchain Platform Launch-
es Blockchain Adoption Program 

Catalyst abstracts away and automates complex processes for different 
types of blockchain network configurations, protocols, and infrastruc-
tures. The platform is cloud-agnostic, preventing vendor lock-in, and 
can be deployed on-premises or using blockchain-as-a-service man-
aged infrastructure 

Inventor of Salt automation project 
comes up with a new way to tame 
cloud complexity 

His newly launched Idem Project scans current cloud deployments and 
generates data that can be used to trigger remediation events with 
little human intervention. 

Bidscale and ContractPodAi Partner 
to Launch a DCO, the First-Ever End-
to-End Federal Contracting Solution 

Bidscale and ContractPodAi are announcing their partnership in cre-
ating a Digital Contracting Office (DCO) to support Federal contracting 
teams by providing a unified pre-award and post-award contracting ex-
perience. With this partnership, Bidscale will accelerate the pre-award 
contracting experience and ContractPodAi will provide the post-award 
management platform. 

Coherence raises $8M for multiplayer 
network technology 

The Malmö, Sweden company said the funding will help it grow its 
team and roll out its technology to game creators with the hope of de-
mocratizing the development of real-time multiplayer experiences. 

Oasis.app raises $6M to expand 
Web3 decentralized finance platform  

Oasis.app provides a decentralized finance product, also called DeFi, 
which are services that eschew the control of middlemen and central-
ized bodies such as banks. DeFi applications allow users to conduct 
transactions peer-to-peer using blockchain technology and program-
mable smart contracts to exchange tokens. 

MedTrainer strengthens all-in-one 
healthcare compliance platform with 
new $43M 

MedTrainer offers a cloud-based software solution that provides what 
the company calls a unique, all-in-one compliance platform that drives 
higher revenues, streamlines workflows and eases employee onboard-
ing for the healthcare industry. 

Cisco SD-WAN software gains broad-
er application access, enhanced ana-
lytics 

Specifically, the company upgraded the SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for 
SaaS service, which links branch offices or individual remote users to 
cloud applications such as Cisco’s Webex, Microsoft 365, AWS, Google, 
Oracle, Salesforce and more. 

Checkmarx SCA Now Available as Na-
tive Integration within JetBrains Intel-
liJ IDEA Ultimate 

“The inclusion of powerful application security testing within their fa-
miliar development environment minimizes friction with modern appli-
cation development workflows. The integration also makes it easier to 
secure those applications before they are compiled, rather than 
waiting for deployment to identify vulnerabilities. 

4/26/2022 11:00 am EST Devops.com -Shift Left: Balancing DevOps and Infrastructure Security 

4/27/2022 - 4/29/2022 AIIM Conference 
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